
Key Elements of the Teaching and Learning Environment - School

Key Elements Evidence
KCWP 1: Design and Deploy Standards
What evidence is there that your school continually assesses, reviews,
and revises curricula to support students’ attainment of the knowledge,
skills, and dispositions outlined in the Kentucky Academic Standards?

● The Principal and School Council reviews testing
scores and establishes a committee to assess
needs for improvement in curricula. This
committee reports recommendations to the
school council.

KCWP 2: Design and Deliver Instruction
What evidence is there that your instruction is highly effective,
culturally responsive, evidence-based, and provided to all students in
the classroom?

● Professional Development is planned to include
“Teach Like A Champion”. Teach Like a Champion
provides educators with a set of techniques, a
shared vocabulary, and a framework for practice
that equip teachers to achieve dramatic results
with their students.

KCWP 3: Design and Deliver Assessment Literacy
What evidence is there that you have a balanced assessment system,
including classroom assessment for student learning?

● All teachers are required to use the standard
district grading scale.

● Teachers have been assigned to classrooms as
support or “intervention teachers”. Based on
testing data for individual students and previous
years grades.

KCWP 4: Review, Analyze and Apply Data
What evidence is there that you have an established system for
examining and interpreting all the data that is in schools (e.g.,
formative, summative, benchmark, and interim assessment data) in
order to determine priorities for individual student success?

● Case 21 benchmark testing is used by district
schools to establish benchmarks in core
curriculum. The benchmark test scores are
disaggregated by a committee of teachers
representing core curriculum and determines
corrective actions for student success.

KCWP 5: Design, Align and Deliver Support
What evidence is there that a system is in place to monitor student
data regularly and to ensure a continuous improvement model that
monitors what is working to support student learning?

● Committee of teachers are assigned to review
testing scores and present improvement needs to
SBDM for approval and budgeting.

● Annual “Needs Assessment” is conducted by the
SBDM with input from teachers. SBDM
recommends funding needs to
BOE/Superintendent.
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KCWP 6: Establishing Learning Culture and Environment
What evidence is there that your school creates, nurtures, and sustains
a fair and caring learning community in which all students have optimal
opportunities for academic success?

● Virtual Learning Academy is in place to deliver
curriculum for students choosing to learn from
home during the Covid Pandemic. Minimum GPA
qualifications are required.

● Weekly Tutoring in the core curriculum is offered
to students.


